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2   JOIN THE COMMUNITY

Men’s Short-Sleeve Shirt
blue, gray, green, red
Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#10108.01 | $34.95

Men’s Long-Sleeve Shirt
gray, blue, green, red
Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#10114.01 | $39.95

Women’s Short-Sleeve Shirt
ocean, purple haze, gray
Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#10111.01 | $34.95

Women’s Long-Sleeve Shirt
purple haze, ocean, gray
Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#10115.01 | $39.95
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SILKWEIGHT
H2Core™ Silkweight keeps you cool, sunburn-free 
and comfortable for paddling. Wear it alone on 
hot days or as a base layer in cooler weather. 
UPF 45+

NEW
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Women’s Short-Sleeve Rashguard
gray, ocean, purple haze
Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#10020.04 | $44.95

Men’s Short-Sleeve Rashguard
dark gray, blue, gray, chili
Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#10001.04 | $44.95

Men’s Long-Sleeve Rashguard
dark red, black, blue, gray 
Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#10002.03 | $49.95

Women’s Long-Sleeve Rashguard
black, purple haze, gray
Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#10021.03 | $49.95

RASHGUARD
H2Core™ Rashguards provide maximum 

protection from sun and abrasion with fabrics 
that wick moisture, breathe freely and dry 

quickly. Form-fitting pieces eliminate excess 
fabric for athletic performance. 

UPF 50+

NEW
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Men’s Zip
dark blue/blue, charcoal/gray
Sizes: S-XXL; Imported 
#10118.01 | $64.95

Women’s Shirt
gray/purple haze, charcoal
Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#10117.01 | $54.95

Women’s Zip
charcoal, gray/ocean
Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#10119.01 | $64.95

Men’s Shirt
gray/chili, dark blue/gray
Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#10116.01 | $54.95

Men’s Hoodie
charcoal/gray, gray
Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#10120.01 | $64.95

Women’s Hoodie
ocean, gray
Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#10121.01 | $64.95

LIGHTWEIGHT
H2Core™ Lightweight combines sun protection and quick-drying breathability 
with just the right amount of warmth for cooler weather. It’s the perfect layer 
to help take the chill off, whether on the water or on the beach.    
UPF 45+

NEW
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Men’s Shirt
black/gray | Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#10130.03 | $89.95

Men’s Pant
black | Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#10131.03 | $79.95

Women’s Shirt
black/gray | Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#10135.03 | $89.95

Women’s Pant
black/gray | Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#10137.03 | $79.95

EXPEDITION WEIGHT

H2Core™ Expedition Weight fabrics maximize warmth 
without restricting movement for thermal protection in 
cold weather. Designed specifically for comfort under 
drytops and drysuits with cuffs and necklines that play 
well with gaskets.

NEW
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Men’s Long-Sleeve Shirt
gray/chili, blue, black/green
Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#15002.03 | $97.95

Men’s Jacket Grizzly sizing available

black/gray | Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#15008.02 | $114.95

Men’s Pant
black | Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#15012.02 | $99.95

Stretchy 0.5 mm neoprene material 
provides lightweight immersion 
protection to help extend your 
season. Four-way-stretch exterior 
allows unrestricted movement, and 
the ThermalPlush™ lining feels 
great against your skin.
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Women’s Shorts
black | Sizes: XS-XL; Imported

#15016.02 | $54.95

Women’s Skirt Capris
black | Sizes: XS-XL; Imported

#15033.01 | $109.95

Women’s Short-Sleeve Shirt
purple haze, dark ocean, gray/ocean 

Sizes: XS-XXL; Imported
#15003.04 | $79.95
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Men’s Shirt
black | Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#15032.02 | $89.95

Women’s Shirt
black | Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#15034.01 | $89.95

1 mm HydroSkin® 1.0 provides 
twice the insulation of HydroSkin 0.5, 
without feeling bulky or restrictive. 
The chest, back, shoulders and 
upper arms feature water-shedding 
smooth-skin neoprene to help 
prevent evaporative cooling.  With 
four-way stretch comfort and our 
soft ThermalPlush™ lining, it feels as 
good as it looks.
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Our thickest HydroSkin® offering, 
HydroSkin 1.5 provides substantial  
warmth without restricting your 
movements or cramping your style. 
Four-way-stretch exterior and cozy 
quick-drying VaporLoft™ lining.

Women’s Jacket
black | Sizes: XS-XXL; Imported
#15039.01 | $129.95

Women’s Pant
black | Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#15041.01 | $109.95

Men’s Jacket Grizzly sizing available

black | Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#15037.01 | $129.95

Men’s Pant
black | Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#15040.01 | $109.95

NEW
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Men’s

black | Sizes: XS-3XL; Imported
#17279.02 | $219.95

Women’s

black/blue | Sizes: XS-XXL; Imported
#17280.01 | $219.95

NEW
Radiant 3/2 Wetsuits
This comfortable back-zip suit mixes 3 and 2 mm neoprene for the perfect balance of 
warmth and mobility. Smooth-skin neoprene on the chest and back sheds water to 
reduce evaporative cooling, while four-way-stretch PowerSpan™ nylon in the shoulders, 
arms and legs stretches to match your movements. A soft, quick-drying VaporLoft™ lining 
adds extra warmth and comfort, and a paddlesports cut ensures friction-free strokes.
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Men’s

black | Sizes: XS-3XL; Imported
#17281.01 | $269.95

Women’s

black | Sizes: XS-XXL; Imported
#17282.01 | $269.95

NEW
Radiant 4/3 Wetsuits
Our Radiant 4/3 Wetsuit gives you maximum warmth while retaining comfort and 
freedom of motion. The SUP-inspired design features a comfortable back zipper, 
water-shedding smooth-skin torso and a VaporLoft™ fleece lining that dries in a flash. 
4 mm neoprene provides warmth where you need it most while 3 mm neoprene in key 
areas improves mobility. The PowerSpan™ exterior stretches with your movements, 
and ToughTex™ padding protects your knees.
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HydroSkin® Gloves | IMPROVED
A perfect balance of comfort and warmth for cool-weather boating. Our four-way stretch HydroSkin 0.5 
material holds in your body’s heat and moves with you like a second skin. Sticky GripCote™ palm, fleece 
nose-wipe panel and an improved easy on/off wrist closure.

Men’s

black/gray | Sizes: 3XS-XXL; Imported
#25014.02 | $39.95

Women’s

black/gray | Sizes: XS-XXL; Imported
#25015.02 | $39.95

Axiom Gloves | NEW
Our most advanced lightweight paddling glove. Ultra breathable H2Core™ Silkweight fabric provides 
UPF 45+ sun protection while stretching four ways for unrestricted comfort. Vented synthetic leather 
palms help keep hands cool and blister free, and raised polyurethane pads improve grip. The soft fleece 
thumb panel lets you wipe your brow on those hot days in the boat.

Men’s

black/gray | Sizes: XS-XXL; Imported
#25034.01 | $24.95

Women’s

black/gray | Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#25035.01 | $24.95

Rogue Gloves
Waterproof seams, sticky GripCote™ palm 
and a strapless HydroCuff™ wrist make 
this a very lovable Rogue. 2 mm.

black | Sizes: XS-XXL; Imported
#25018.01 | $42.95

Maverick Gloves
Waterproof, windproof, warm. 
HydroCuff™ wrist helps keep water out 
and warmth in. Serious raw-neoprene 
grip too! 2 mm.

black | Sizes: XS-XXL; Imported
#25017.01 | $49.95
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Kicker Remix Wetshoe | 
IMPROVED
Warmth, comfort and protection in a 
compact package. 3 mm neoprene keeps 
toes toasty, and the tough rubber sole 
provides great wet and dry traction. 
Stretchy rubber bands provide lateral 
stability, and the shoe-top drawcord 
keeps the shoe securely in place. Kinetic Wetshoe | NEW

If you need to tuck your feet into tight kayaks, 
or want to feel more in touch with your SUP 
board, the NRS Kinetic is your wetshoe. The 
1.5 mm textured rubber sole flexes readily 
and protects your feet in and out of the boat. A 
naturally shaped toe box and 3 mm neoprene 
provide comfort and warmth. Stretchy rubber 
bands and a shoe-top drawcord combine to 
give lateral stability and keep the shoe securely 
on your foot.

black/red | Sizes: 5-13; Imported
#30042.01 | $44.95

Paddle Wetshoe
Easy zippered entry with toasty 
VaporLoft™ lining and natural-fitting 
comfort. Stretchy rubber support bands 
provide lateral stability and extra paddling 
protects your ankles. 3 mm.

Men’s

black/gray | Sizes: 6-14; Imported
#30034.02 | $54.95

Women’s | NEW

black/blue | Sizes: 6-11; Imported
#30040.01 | $54.95

Freestyle Wetshoe
Flexible low-volume bootie designed for 
cramped cockpits. Snug HydroCuff™ top 
and stretchy support bands help keep 
water out and your foot firmly in place. 
3 mm.

black/yellow | Sizes: 5-13; Imported
#30017.03 | $49.95

Men’s

black/blue | Sizes: 4-14; Imported
#30022.02 | $44.95

Women’s

gray/blue | Sizes: 5-11; Imported
#30023.02 | $44.95
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Ninja Type III Life Jacket
Low-profile design liberates arms and shoulders for pure paddling freedom. 
Design Flotation: 16.5 lbs.

red, black, blue | Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL
#40013.01 | $129.95

Zen Type V Rescue Life Jacket
With advanced rescue features and a dynamic suspension that flows with 
your body, the Zen becomes one with you so you can be one with the river. 
Design Flotation: 17.5 lbs.

mango, black, red | Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL
#40030.01 | $189.95

Astral Greenjacket Type V Rescue Life Jacket
A bigger pocket and revamped style make this time-tested rescue vest even better.

black/blue, green/black | S/M, M/L, L/XL
#40078.06  | $239.95
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Chinook Type III Life Jacket
All the features an angler needs on the water, including a rod holder, knife lash tab, 
coil retractor, pliers loop, and seven pockets for your tackle and tools.
Design Flotation: 16.5 lbs.

bark, blue, orange | Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL
#40009.02 | $109.95

Zoya Women’s Type III Life Jacket
Sculpted foam panels provide a more comfortable fit for women. Zippered storage pockets 
keep small items handy, and fleece-lined handwarmers are a welcome feature on chilly days. 
Design Flotation: 16.5 lbs.

gray, blue, orange | Sizes: XS/M, L/XL
#40029.01 | $99.95
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cVest Type III Life Jacket
Ideal for off-shore touring, the cVest gives you five storage pockets, a knife lash tab, lanyard 
loops, a strobe loop, a slot for your radio, and high-visibility SOLAS reflective tape.
Design Flotation: 16.5 lbs.

blue, red, orange | Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL
#40028.01 | $114.95

Clearwater Type III Life Jacket
A simple vest that’s far from basic. Along with the mesh back and zippered entry, we give 
you two large storage pockets and SOLAS reflective tape for better visibility on the water.
Design Flotation: 16.5 lbs.

red, blue, charcoal | Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL
#40007.02 | $89.95

Designed for comfort in touring, recreational and fishing kayaks, 
these life jackets feature a mesh-back design that sits flush with 
high-back seats and keeps you cooler on warm days in the boat. 
Each purpose-built model features a convenient front-entry 
zipper and eight adjustment points for a custom fit.

Mesh-Back Life Jackets
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Endurance Jackets
Banish wind, splash and rain for a more enjoyable paddle. Adjustable 
neck and wrist closures seal out water. Action-cut design for layering 
underneath and unrestricted mobility.

Endurance Splash Pant
Waterproof-breathable comfort in and out of the boat. Slips on 
easily over your other layers.

black | Sizes: XS-XXL; Imported
#20015.02 | $99.95

Men’s

blue, red, green | Sizes: XS-3XL; Imported
#20010.03 | $99.95

Women’s

berry, blue | Sizes: XS-XXL; Imported
#20011.03 | $99.95

Women’s Carolina Splash Pant
Waterproof splash protection cut for women’s comfort. Handy 
thigh pocket for the essentials.

black | Sizes: XS-XXL; Imported
#20018.02 | $119.95
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Powerhouse Jackets
Innovative zip-up neoprene neck seal, splashproof sleeve 

pocket and reflective piping for low-light visibility take splash 
protection to the next level.

Women’s

blue | Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#20013.03 | $129.95

Men’s

black | Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#20017.01 | $154.95

Women’s

gray | Sizes: XS-XXL; Imported
#20019.01 | $154.95

Edge Splash Pants
Tough, roomy, breathable pants keep splash and rain 

out, dry comfort in. Two splashproof zippered pockets 
provide handy storage.

Men’s

mango, blue, gray | Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#20012.03 | $129.95
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Women’s Athena Dry Pants
Built for women’s comfort, these durable dry 

pants will soon be your best friend on the water.

black | Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#22519.01 | $179.95

Freefall Dry Pants
Roomy cut, burly construction and laid-back look 

make them a gear-bag essential.

black | Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#22520.01 | $189.95

Men’s

green/black, blue/black | Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#22515.03 | $324.95

Women’s

blue/blue | Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#22516.03 | $324.95

Flux Drytops | IMPROVED
Our most popular drytop is better than ever with our new Eclipse 4-Layer fabric. 

Its Nanosphere® DWR finish combines with a proprietary waterproof-breathable 
barrier to keep water out while letting moisture escape. A supple microfiber 

exterior shrugs off wear and tear while allowing friction-free strokes, and the 
precision-patterned design provides a sleek yet unrestricting fit. Top-quality latex 

gaskets keep water out, and the double-tunnel waist keeps your cockpit dry. 
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Men’s

gray/green, blue/black | Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#22533.01 | $989.95

Women’s

blue/blue | Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#22532.01 | $989.95

Crux Drysuits | NEW
Crux Drysuits give kayakers a new standard for freedom 

of motion and dry comfort. Eclipse 4-Layer fabric provides 
superior waterproof protection and breathability. A 

supple microfiber exterior ensures frictionless paddling 
with outstanding durability, while the action-cut design 
allows unrestricted motion without being baggy. Tough 

YKK® waterproof zippers provide a reliable closure, and 
both men’s and women’s models feature relief zippers for 
answering nature’s call. Top-quality latex gaskets seal out 

water at the neck and wrists, and breathable Eclipse socks 
slide easily into wetshoes. A double-tunnel waist mates 

with your sprayskirt to keep your cockpit dry.

Our dedication to building the toughest, driest 
and most comfortable drysuits and drytops in the 
world has resulted in our new Elipse™ 4-Layer 
fabric. Its proprietary waterproof-breathable 
barrier and Nanosphere® DWR finish lock water 
out while letting moisture escape, and a supple 
microfiber shell allows frictionless paddling with 
superior resistance to puncture and abrasion. For 
the ultimate combination of dryness, durability 
and comfort, Eclipse has you covered.
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WRSI Trident Composite
Advanced impact protection with a sleek and sturdy 
carbon composite shell.

green/army, red, black, green, blue | Sizes: S/M, M/L
#43002.01 | $167.95

WRSI Current Pro | NEW
Removable ear pads and a stylish visor improve protection 
and comfort.

black/lime, lime, black/blue, black/yellow | Sizes: S/M, M/L
#43006.01 | $97.95

WRSI Moment Helmet with Vents
Trusted multi-impact protection for your head and face.
- Color: blue/black, red 
- Size: S/M, M/L
#43005.01  | $139.95

Without Vents
#43004.01  | $139.95

With a mission to promote whitewater paddling safety, WRSI designers 
worked with doctors and engineers at Johns Hopkins University to create 
the most technologically advanced helmets that the paddling community 
has ever seen. A multi-impact shell combines with EVA foam liners and a 
polyurethane sub-shell to effectively dissipate impacts, while the O-Brace 
harness and Interconnect Retention System keep the helmet securely in 
place in turbulent waters.
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Guardian
red/black
Size: 55’; 1/4” polypropylene | Max strength 950 lbs.
#45107.01 | $74.95

Pro Guardian
yellow/black
Size: 55’; 1/4” Dyneema® | Max strength 2,608 lbs.
#45108.01 | $99.95

Guardian Rescue Bags
High-strength floating rope in an easy-access inner throw 
bag. Secures around your waist with a quick-release belt. 
Always with you, always ready.

Pilot Knife
Multi-function rescue knife in a secure quick-release sheath.

black, orange | Size: 7.25"; 3" blade
#47300.01 | $44.95

Co-Pilot Knife
The little brother of our popular Pilot Knife gives you multi-function 
performance in a compact, quick-release design.

yellow, black | Size: 5.75"; 2.25" blade
#47303.01 | $44.95
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Elbow Pads
Add some armor to your arms. Patterned to flex easily so that 
your paddling motion remains unobstructed. 

black | Size: Universal
#50036.01 | $56.95

We carry a full selection of Werner Paddles and can easily 
help you find the right one. Visit our website:

nrs.com/werner
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Drylander RawHide
The Drylander RawHide Sprayskirt features a 
tough raw-neoprene deck surface that holds up 
to any abuse you can imagine.

black/red | Waist: S-XL; Deck: S-L
#52525.01 | $124.95

Drylander Sprayskirts
Years of evolution in sprayskirt design and features have led to the creation of our NRS Drylander Skirts. Patterned to stretch easily 
and fit drum-tight on today’s kayak cockpit designs. Rubberized inner deck coating grips the cockpit rim from the inside, resisting 
slippage and implosion. The four-way-stretch PowerSpan™ neoprene tunnel material gives a snug fit without constricting. 

Drylander Shock Cord
Snap on this bomber skirt to play in the surf 
and roll with abandon.

black | Waist: S-XL; Deck: S-L
#52522.02 | $104.95
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Taj M’Haul Deck Bag
Feature packed with attachments for your water bottle, 
bilge pump and paddle float, plus an inner storage bag 
that’s totally dry.

red/black | Size: 17"L x 5"H
#50016.01 | $99.95

Pro Kayak Tow Line
Quick-release waist-belt design lets you safely tow 
a boat in distress. Handy for paddling with kids 
too! Durable, low-profile nylon bag stows 55’ of 
polypropylene rope. Adjustable waist strap fits
up to a 52” waist.
#50003.01 | $79.95
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OverHaul Deck Bag
The NRS OverHaul Deck Bag is a great day pack for the 
touring kayaker. Store your snacks, water, map, extra hat, 
gloves and safety essentials conveniently within arm’s 
reach.

red/black | Size: 17"L x 5"H
#50015.01 | $69.95
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HydroLock™ Mapcessory Cases
No more soggy charts. No more maps flapping in the wind. 

The NRS HydroLock Mapcessory Case helps you navigate 
with ease. Just fold your map to the right section, seal it 

inside, secure it to your boat, and go!

Sizes: XS-L
#55026.01 | $13.95-$29.95

Neo Touring
This neoprene touring skirt stretches 
tight for a secure fit in all conditions.

blue/gray | Waist: S/M, L/XL; Deck: L
#52550.01 | $98.95

Deluxe Touring Safety Kit
All the safety essentials packaged 
in our mesh deck bag. Don’t leave 

shore without it.
#50018.01 | $114.95
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HydroLock™ Grommetted Dry Bags
Urethane-coated nylon for durability and a 
clear urethane window for finding your gear. 
The HydroLock closure is 100% waterproof.

orange | Sizes: XS-M
#55027.01 | $18.95-$29.95

Super Stretch Cockpit Cover
Seal your boat for storage or travel. Two  
convenient sizes fit nearly any kayak.
Sizes: universal, universal plus

#52505.01 | $49.95

Barrito Car Rack Wrap | NEW
Wrap your crossbars in cushiony 8 mm neoprene 
to protect your valuable cargo. Sold in pairs.

#62556.01 | 22" - $39.95
 | 32" - $44.95

Navisafe Navi Light 
Tri Color 2NM
Super bright red, white 
and green LED light modes. 
It floats, it’s waterproof, 
and its dual magnetic base 
attaches almost anywhere.

#50123.01 | $89.95

Touring Paddle Bag
Total protection for your two-
piece touring kayak paddles. 
The NRS Touring Paddle Bag 
protects your paddles from 
scratches and cracks that 
occur during road trips and 
airline travel. 

yellow/black | holds up to 3 
two-piece paddles
#50021.01 | $89.95

Barrito Car Rack Wrap with Straps
Includes a pair of 6’ NRS Loop Straps to secure your 
gear to the rack.

#62557.01 | 22” - $49.95
 | 32” - $54.95
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Mayra | NEW
The Mayra brings fitness-minded women an inflatable board designed 
to provide more deck space and stability for better workouts on the 
water. SUP yoga fans will especially love this design. 
Size: 10'6"L x 32"W x 4"D; 24 lbs.
#86113.01 | $1,095.00

NRS Inflatable 
SUP Boards
Drop-stitch construction lets you inflate these 
boards to a rigid 15 psi, and we build them tough 
with heavy-duty materials and top-quality valves. 
Each board comes with its own high-pressure 
pump, backpack, and five interchangeable fins that 
let you customize your setup.
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PTS SUP Paddle
For a tough, economical SUP paddle, look no further than 
the NRS PTS Stand Up Paddle. A sturdy aluminum shaft and 
high-impact plastic blade make the PTS a great all-around 
stick for recreational paddlers. 
Sizes: 72"-81", 79"-91"
#77112.01 | $79.95

Czar 6
The Czar offers bigger paddlers a sporty inflatable board that can also carry the weight. 
Its extra buoyancy and aggressive design make it equally adept at surfing and down-
river paddling, plus it ’s impressively fast on flatwater.   
Size: 9'6"L x 34"W x 6"D; 22 lbs.
#86106.01 | $1,195.00

Earl 4
Built for efficient paddling and smooth turning, the Earl 4 gives you a sleek, swift ride for 
fitness paddling, flatwater cruising, river running and light surfing. It ’s a can’t-miss choice 
for paddlers seeking one inflatable board that can do it all. 
Size: 10’6”L x 30”W x 4”D; 21 lbs.
#86100.02 | $995.00

Baron 4
Long, wide and built to glide, the Baron 4 gives you a sturdy platform for flatwater 
cruising, touring, fitness paddling, river running, and even SUP yoga. Its broad, stable 
deck gives you room for gear (and pets), and the tapered tail makes it surprisingly agile 
for its size. 
Size: 11’4”L x 36”W x 4”D; 27 lbs.
#86102.02 | $1,195.00

SUP Leashes | NEW
Perfect for stand up paddle surfing, the NRS 
SUP Leash features a comfortable calf strap and 
polyurethane non-coil flexible line. Two in-line 
swivels for tangle-free performance.

8' Leash
#50010.01 | $24.95

10' Leash | $29.95
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Expedition DriDuffel
Duffel-style design makes finding things easy, the super dry StormStrip™ closure seals out water, 
and the urethane-coated Cordura® wears like iron. Sure to become your favorite dry bag.
black, blue, clear | Sizes: S, M
#55024.01 | $84.95-$99.95

MightyLight Dry Sack
Super lightweight silicone-impregnated ripstop nylon keeps your clothing, food and other 
gear dry and organized. Taped seams and the fold-down StormStrip™ closure seal the 
deal. Slide easily into kayak hatches and other bags.
orange | Sizes: 5L, 10L, 15L, 25L, 35L
#55037.01 | $14.95-$34.95

Dry Boxes
Excellent dry storage for boating and all other outdoor activities. Heavy-duty cam straps securely 
cinch the lid. Closed-cell foam gasket in the lid helps keep water out. Non-submersible.

Canyon Box
orange, gray | Size: 16.75"W x 26.75"L x 16.75"H; 
3.6 cu. ft., 103 L
#55082.01 | $160.00

Boulder Box
orange, gray | Size: 15.5”W x 23.75”L x 10.75”H; 
1.6 cu. ft., 48 L
#55083.01 | $125.00

Aluminum Dry Box
Nothing keeps gear dry and protected like these heavy-duty waterproof aluminum boxes. 
The Kitchen Box has removable legs, and the lid forms a countertop workspace.
Sizes: 36"L x 16"W x 16"H
 38"L x 13"W x 16"H
#55077.01 | $370.00 

Kitchen Dry Box
Size: 38"L x 13"W x 16"H
#55085.01  | $435.00
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Bill’s Bags
No bag has kept more gear dry over the years than the legendary Bill’s Bag. Tough PVC construction takes years of abuse, and the StormStrip™ closure ensures a waterproof seal. A comfortable, 
ergonomic backpack harness makes it easy to carry up the beach or on a long portage. The Heavy-Duty Bill’s Bag gets a 6” wrap of burly 34 oz. material at the bottom for added durability.

3.8 Bill’s Bag
blue, red, yellow, green | Size: 6,635 cu. in.; 16"D x 33"H
#55010.01 | $94.95

2.2 Bill’s Bag
blue, red, yellow, green | Size: 3,695 cu. in.; 14"D x 24"H
#55012.01 | $84.95

3.8 Heavy-Duty Bill’s Bag
red | Size: 6,635 cu. in.; 16"D x 33"H
#55011.01 | $109.95
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Campsite Counters
Makes a great bench seat on the boat, then 
transforms into the perfect camp table.
#71411.01  | 18" x 64" x 40"  $255.00 
#71412.01  | 33" x 48" x 24"  $245.00

Big Sky Coolers
Coldest, toughest coolers available. High-impact shell, 2” foam 
insulation, stainless steel hinge and latches. Built to last. 
Sizes: 
146 Qt: 42.35"L x 16.25"W x 21.25"H      #70919.01  | $560.00
175 Qt: 43.25"L x 22.15"W x 18.75"H      #70920.01  | $650.00
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Firepan
The 15"W x 24"L x 3"H elevated firebox protects the 
ground from your campfire, and the two-position grill 
helps with cooking. Meets government regulation specs.
*Color of legs may vary.

#70954.01  | $199.95 

River Wing
Huge 190 sq. ft. canopy shields your crew 
and kitchen from sun and rain. High-strength 
aluminum and carbon-fiber poles adjust from 
6' to 10' tall.
gray | Size: 17' x 16'
#71626.01  | $399.95
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Otter Rafts
Built by craftsmen with pride in their product. Built tough with the highest quality materials. You get outstanding value with no 
compromise in performance. We build them in a wide variety of shapes and sizes—whether you’re a fisherman, river camper 
or whitewater thrill seeker, there’s an Otter just right for you! You get a boat that will take you there and bring you back. You get a 
boat that’s built to last, and one that you’re proud to own.

Features:

-   Pennel Orca® tubes and floor 41 oz., 1100 denier 
-   Frame Wear Patch 35 oz., 1100 denier 
-   HD40 gum chafer guards against abrasion
-   Removable BAT (Batten Attachment Thwart) system 
-   12 stainless 2" D-rings
-   4 EasyCarry™ handles
-   Leafield valves
-   6 air chambers: floor, 3-chamber tubes, thwarts
-   5-Year Limited Warranty (3-year commercial)
-   Self-bailing floor
-   Repair kit

      
      Max 
     Interior Frame 
Item # Model Length Width Tube Width Length Kick Weight Price

#85010.01 120 12’ 5’6” 17” 31” 65” 26” 91 lbs. $3,195

#85012.01 130 13’ 6’2” 18” 37” 72” 28” 104 lbs. $3,495

#85015.01 142 14’ 6’6” 20” 37” 82” 30.5” 118 lbs. $3,895

#85018.01 140 14’ 7’ 20” 45” 82” 29” 126 lbs. $3,995

#85019.01 150 15’ 7’ 20” 45” 94” 29” 131 lbs. $4,350

Otter Series

Color:  blue, red, gray
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Bighorn I Frame
With the Bighorn I you can pack a large cooler or dry box either in front of or behind you. An excellent 
choice for most 12’-13’ rafts. Two 9’ NRS straps and four strap slides are included for securing your cooler 
or dry box. Includes: (2) side rails, (2) crossbars, foot bar, seat bar, Low-Back Rowing Seat, 6” oar mounts, 
(2) 9’ straps, (4) strap slides.

Size: 48”W x 65”L; 54”, 60”, 66”, 72”W x 68”L
Weight: 60” frame, 48 lbs.
#92001.02 | $570.00

Carlisle Oar Shafts
Carlisle oar shafts have proven their strength and reliability on waters around 
the world. Built to outfitter standards, they’ll last many seasons, whether you use 
them for fishing or river running, on flatwater or whitewater. Durable, UV-resistant 
polyethylene plastic covers the reinforced internal aluminum body. Rubber grips 
cover the molded plastic handles. Our Rubber Stopper, regular Plastic Stopper and 
the Molded Oar Sleeve all fit directly onto the 1-7/8” shaft. Please note: lengths listed 
represent the combined length of the oar shaft and blade. The actual shaft length 
will be approximately 27” shorter. Cataract, Carlisle, and 1-5/8” shank Sawyer blades 
fit these shafts.

Sizes: 7', 7-1/2', 8', 8-1/2', 9', 9-1/2', 10', 11'

#77256.01 | $55.50 - $89.95

Atomic Oarlocks
The ultra-strong, drop-forged NRS Atomic 
Aluminum Oarlock combines state-of-the-art 
technology with time-tested design. Pound for 
pound, this is the lightest, toughest oarlock out 
there. Our drop-forge production process yields 
a much higher strength-to-weight ratio compared 
to cast oarlocks. The durable anodized finish 
eliminates oxidation and discoloration, and the 
smooth finish protects oar shafts, rope wrap and 
oar sleeves from wear.
Horn opening: 1-5/8"
Shaft: 5/8" dia. x 3-7/8"L

#77433.01 | Pair $74.95
#77433.01 |  Single $37.50

Carlisle Outfitter Blades
Rugged and light, Carlisle Outfitter blades are 
constructed of tough, UV-resistant plastic with a 
full-length tempered aluminum spine for superior 
strength to withstand aggressive boating. A push-
button mechanism locks the blade securely to a 
Carlisle, Cataract, or 1-5/8" ID Sawyer shaft.
Color:  yellow, black 

#75001.01 | 6 1/2”W x 27"L $64.95
#75002.01 | 8"W x 27"L $64.95

a.

b.a. Oar Rights
#77412.01 | $35.95

b. Molded Oar Sleeve
#77414.01 | $15.95
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PTC Canoe/Raft Paddle
Tough ABS blade and 1-1/4" aircraft-grade aluminum shaft, with a durable polyethylene sheath.
yellow/black, yellow/blue, yellow/red, white/red
Size: 56”, 60”, 66”
#77101.01 | $44.95

PTE Economy Paddle | NEW
Tough ABS blade and strong 1" aluminum shaft fully sheathed in polyethylene.
yellow/blue, yellow/black, yellow/red, red/white
Size: 60”, 63”, 66”, 69", 72"
#77106.01 | $21.00

PT Guide Paddle | NEW
Impact-resistant polycarbonate blade and high-tensile 1-1/4" polyethylene-sheathed aluminum shaft.
translucent blue/white
Size: 60”, 63”, 66”, 69”, 72”
#77105.01 | $69.95

5" Barrel Pump
NRS Barrel Pumps are built to last, get wet, and get used. A wide 
base provides sure footing while inflating a raft from any angle. 
The 6.5’ flexible hose tucks into the webbing carry handle for easy 
stowage. This 5” diameter single-action pump stands 2.5’ high. 
5-year warranty.

#80098.01 | $209.95

Blast Inflator Pump
12 V pump comes with an adaptor to fit a wide variety of valve 
types. Inlayed rubber insulates from heat while providing a more 
secure grip. 12’ power cord with alligator clamps to attach to 
your car battery.

#80060.01 | $119.95

Digital Pressure Gauge
Easy-to-read numbers and accurate readings make this handy 
digital pressure gauge a no-brainer. It takes the guesswork out 
of monitoring your boat or board’s air pressure up to 15 psi to 
prevent a costly blowout. Tough rubberized protective housing. 
Works with Leafield and Military boat valves. 

#80008.01 | $24.95
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Outlaw Series | NEW
NRS Outlaw Series rafts break all the rules with an innovative design that delivers one-of-a-kind affordable 
performance. Self-bailing Outlaws pack a high-pressure drop-stitch inflatable floor insert for wave-punching 
stiffness and stability. We also give them a full complement of stainless steel D-rings, comfortable carry handles 
and top-quality Leafield C7 Valves.

Features:

-   PVC-coated tubes 48 oz., 2000 denier, and floor 68 oz., 4000 denier
-   4” thick PVC-coated drop-stitch floor insert
-   Removable Batten Attachment Thwart (BAT) system
-   12 stainless 2” D-rings
-   4 EasyCarry™ handles, side-mounted for a better haul
-   6 air chambers: 3-chamber tubes, floor and thwarts
-   3-Year Limited Warranty (1-year commercial)
-   Self-bailing floor
-   Repair kit

      Max  
     Interior Frame  
Item # Model Length Width Tube Width Length Kick Weight Price

#86038.01 130 13’ 6’3” 18” 39” 72” 28” 105 lbs. $1,895

#86039.01 140 14’ 7’2" 21” 44” 83” 30” 145 lbs. $1,995

Outlaw Series

Color:  blue
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Vapor Type III Life Jacket | NEW
The Vapor gives you high-end performance and style 
at a budget-friendly price. The soft foam flotation 
molds to your body for “I forgot I had it on” comfort. 
You’ll love the hand-warmer pouch and the huge 
front pocket that keeps what you need just a zipper 
pull away. The side entry with six adjustment points 
makes it easy to get a custom-feeling fit. Action-cut 
design ensures total freedom of movement, no matter 
how you boat. Add in the knife lash tab and reflective 
piping, and you’ve got the life jacket you’ve been 
looking for. Design Flotation: 16.5 lbs.

blue, red, yellow, black | Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL
#40034.01 | $79.95
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